
 

 

 

 

FULL – TIME 

 

Production Admin Assistant – Based in Swansea 

Born in a Welsh barn in 1997, TOAST has grown from loungewear and nightwear to become a 

unique lifestyle brand, creating and curating simple, functional, beautiful clothing, home ware 

and editorial. 

TOAST is renowned for its thoughtful, contemporary design and commitment to traditional 

textiles and craftsmanship. The brand aspires to be the global lifestyle brand synonymous with 

Social Conscience. 

TOAST has studios in both London and Swansea and is one of the very few UK clothing brands 

with its own pattern room. 

TOAST celebrates a slower more thoughtful way of life in shops throughout the UK, concept 

stores around the world and online at www.toa.st  

The emphasis within the TOAST workplace is:  

Thoughtfulness - in all we do and all we say, in our actions and our interactions 
Simplicity    - in our aesthetics, communications, processes and solutions 
Creativity           - and the encouragement of fresh thinking and the free exchange of ideas 
Collaboration    - both among ourselves and with other inspiring individuals, organisations 
and traditional craftsmen 
 
As a strategic priority TOAST nurtures imaginative talent and change makers. As part of the 

TOAST team, you are a catalyst for the brand’s successes. To realise our ambitions we need 

you to share our interests and values, have an enthusiasm for TOAST itself as well as a deep 

knowledge and love of your own specialist area. 

In return for your dedication, TOAST will offer a supportive and stimulating working 

environment with flexible working hours and generous staff discounts. You will receive a 

comprehensive induction, including product and brand training, that helps to plant a deep 

understanding of TOAST that can be carried confidently through your work and into the outside 

world. 

 

 

 

http://www.toa.st/


 

Production Admin Assistant – Based in Swansea 
 
Role Overview 
To provide administrative support to the Production team. 
 
To liaise with various Toast departments, as well as suppliers, to ensure relevant data is available 
and updated on internal system to enable order placement by the production team for the timely 
manufacture and delivery of the range. 
 
To embrace the company values & behaviours, consistently communicating in a positive and 
collaborative manner. 
 
The role will suit a person with strong administrative skills who wishes to broaden their experience 
within a procurement environment. 
 
Role in detail 
Working closely with the production controllers to check relevant information available on the 
internal systems to enable ordering of seasonal collection. 
 
Support team with running reports to monitor purchase order due dates, checking receipted in 
warehouse and booked on internal system.  
 
Checking online delivery dates to ensure customer backorder dates are accurately maintained. 
 
Monitoring stocks of bulk labels, ordering and maintaining label stocks. Including store price labels.  
 
Ensuring product label information is available as per critical path deadline. 
 
Liaising with call centre on product queries, contacting suppliers/relevant department and feeding 
back product information to call centre. 
 
Maintaining customs HS commodity codes on internal system.  
 
Organising product supplier information on request by DHL customs. 
 
Distributing Toast T&C’s and maintaining supplier records. 
 
To embrace TOAST core values and ensure they are brought to every task.  
 
Skills and Experience 
Essential 
Administrative experience. 
Strong organisational skills. 
Computer proficient (MS Office, Excellent Excel skills). 
Professional, with a collaborative nature, and also able to work on own intiative. 
An excellent communicator who is able to manage a diverse workload. 
Enthusiastic and dedicated, with a ‘can do’ attitude.  
Desirable 
Good understanding of the supply chain.  
Ability to suggest soultions to potential issues. 
Keen interest in sustainability 



 

A genuine passion and affinity to TOAST     
 
If you would like to apply, please contact Sue Evans, Human Resources via email evanss@toa.st  

mailto:evanss@toa.st

